The lattice of equational classes of commutative semigroups does not satisfy any special lattice laws.
In [4] R. Schwabauer proved that the lattice £ of equational classes of commutative semigroups is nonmodular. In this paper we will prove a maximal extension of this result, namely, £ does not satisfy any special lattice laws.
The free commutative semigroup on countably many generators, 5(0)), is the set of sequences (un)neN oí nonnegative integers, such that m" = 0 for all but finitely many nEN and £ un^l, with component-wise addition. [For convenience, we write (a,) for (un) neN-] A commutative semigroup equation is a pair Hun), ivn)) of elements of $(«) (see [l] For two partitions 7Ti, ir2, if iri/\ir2 and tti\/-k2 are the meet and join of 7Ti and 7T2 in nm then (2 VJ S(ti)) C\ (2 U 2(7t2)) = 2 \J (S(ti) H 2(t0) = 2 U (2(ti A r»)).
. Then, since ir is a partition, it follows that if ((«"), (z>n))G2(7r) and if ((vn), (wn))E^M, then ((un), (w"))GS(ir). Z,(tt) is
Also it is clear that It is clear that if iri9*ir2 then 2U2(m) ^2VJ2(ir2) ; thus this homomorphism is one-to-one, and this yields the desired result. Theorem 2. £ does not satisfy any special lattice laws.
Proof. From D. Sachs [3] it is known that the family of partition lattices nm, m = l, 2, ■ --, does not satisfy any special lattice laws.
Concluding
remark. One might consider the possibility of embedding the dual of Ux into £, but a recent paper of P. Perkins [2] shows that this is impossible because £ is countable, whereas II,,, is uncountable.
